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What is WEP?
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) is a security algorithm for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. It
was introduced as part of the original 802.11 standard that was ratified in September 1999. It
was intended to provide authentication and encryption services for wireless data. The reality
however, is that WEP is flawed and has been exposed many times. It is equally important to
understand that people still use WEP, not just residential (i.e. home) users but enterprise
(i.e. corporations) as well. I have heard people say they use WEP because a specific (old)
device only supports WEP  There are now, of course, better alternatives available – such
as WPA and WPA2 – please use them.

WEP Attack Execution.
I will now demonstrate a (static) WEP key being cracked. The test scenario uses a Cisco
1841 router with a wireless interface card. I will demonstrate the OG150, which is within
wireless range of the router, cracking the WEP key. The router has been configured with an
SSID of
‘wep-crack-ssid’ and is using a 104-bit WEP key set to
‘00AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEEFFFF’. Notice that there are 26 hexadecimal values, each
hexadecimal is 4-bits, therefore 26 X 4 = 104 bits. The wireless configuration on the router
can be seen in Screenshot 1.
Screenshot 1 – Cisco router wireless configuration

First of all you need to log into your OG150 via SSH. Once you have logged in, place the
wireless interface in ‘monitor mode’ as shown in Screenshot 2
Screenshot 2 – Configure a ‘monitor mode’ wireless interface
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During testing, I noticed intermittent success/failures of this test whilst the wireless (wlan0)
interface was enabled. As such, I recommend it is disabled as shown in Screenshot 3.
Please note: Disabling the ‘wlan0’ interface does NOT stop the wireless ‘monitor mode’
interface from functioning.
Screenshot 3 – Disable ‘wlan0’ interface

Next, start ‘airodump-ng’ which will display any SSIDs that the wireless ‘monitor mode’
interface hears (in simple terms it is listening for wireless beacons). Because we have not
specified a wireless channel, the ‘airodump-ng’ software will cycle through every wireless
channel. This ensures that we display SSIDs on all channels. The command to start
‘airodump-ng’ is shown in Screenshot 4.
Screenshot 4 – Start ‘airodump-ng’

The output displayed by ‘airodump-ng’ is refreshed in real-time. During the scan in my test, I
‘found’ the SSID ‘wep-crack-ssid’ on wireless channel 9 and confirmed it was running WEP.
This can be seen in Screenshot 5. Once you have found the SSID you want to attack, stop
‘airodump-ng’ using CTRL+C.
Screenshot 5 – Output from ‘airodump-ng’

OK, this is progress. We know that WEP is running, we know the wireless channel that the
SSID is running on and we know the BSSID of the router. Next, re-start ‘airodump-ng’ but
specify the BSSID, the channel and save the packet capture to the USB disk (/mnt/usb/etc)
as shown Screenshot 6. In Screenshot 6, we are capturing any wireless packets from the
Cisco router (BSSID C8:4C:75:19:4D:A0) on wireless channel 9 to the USB disk location
‘/mnt/usb/etc’ with a filename of ‘WEP-Crack’.

Screenshot 6 – Capture wireless packets using ‘airodump-ng’
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The next step is decision time! You need to decide if you want to do a ‘passive’ attack or an
‘active’ attack. A WEP crack requires packets, and lots of them (typically tens of thousands
of packets). In a ‘passive’ attack, the attacker simply listens to the wireless traffic, therefore it
is extremely difficult to catch an attacker executing this type of attack. The downside is that it
can take days, even weeks to capture enough wireless packets to crack the WEP key – you
really want a busy wireless network with lots of traffic! In an ‘active’ attack, the attacker
injects packets into the network to make the wireless network busy, as a result you capture
lots of wireless packets  Although this greatly speeds the cracking process, you are also
more likely to arouse suspicion by interfering with normal traffic patterns. In this tutorial, I will
use the ‘active’ attack....
I use a test laptop, which is a legitimate user of the SSID ‘wep-crack-ssid’. This laptop is
configured as shown in Screenshot 7.
Screenshot 7 – Test laptop wireless configuration

I successfully connect the test laptop to SSID ‘wep-crack-ssid’. You should notice that the
output in Screenshot 8 differs from Screenshot 5 when a client is associated. You can see
that my test laptop (MAC address 58:94:6B:88:8F:08) is associated to the Cisco router
(BSSID C8:4C:75:19:4D:A0).
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Screenshot 8 – Output displayed by ‘airodump-ng’ when a wireless client is associated

OK, how do we generate wireless traffic using an ‘active’ attack? We use ‘aireplay-ng’ to
replay ARP packets. Importantly, create a second SSH connection to the OG150 (the first
SSH session is running ‘airodump-ng’). In Screenshot 9 we specify the parameters captured
in Screenshot 8, the OG150 is now listening for what it believes to be an ARP request from
the test laptop. If it captures an ARP request, it will replay it over and over again. The result
is that the device whose IP address is in the ARP request will send an ARP reply, hence
generating wireless traffic.
Screenshot 9 – Generating wireless traffic with ‘aireplay-ng’

Please note: This causes a lot of overhead! On my Cisco router the CPU went up to 97%
because the ‘aireplay-ng’ software was continually replaying an ARP request for the router’s
wireless IP address – therefore the router was responding with ARP replies which uses the
CPU  You can see the ‘debug arp’ output that was displayed on the Cisco router in
Screenshot 10.
Screenshot 10 – Cisco router ‘debug arp’ output whilst ‘aireplay-ng’ is active

Next, create a third SSH connection to your OG150 (the first SSH session is running
‘airodump-ng’, the second is running ‘aireplay-ng’). You can finally start to try and crack the
WEP key! To do this, we launch ‘aircrack-ng’ against the capture file that we started in
Screenshot 5. You can see this command in Screenshot 11.
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Screenshot 11 – Start ‘aircrack-ng’ to try and crack WEP key

The ‘aircrack-ng’ software will start trying to crack the WEP key. Please be patient, if the
‘aircrack-ng’ cannot crack the WEP key with the packets available, it will pause for a while
and wait for more packets to be collected before restarting the cracking process
automatically. As you can see in Screenshot 12, the WEP key was cracked!! It took
approximately 44 minutes to crack the WEP key during the ‘active’ attack.
Screenshot 12 – WEP key is cracked!

Please note: The CPU processor on the OG150 is not the most powerful, therefore it should
be expected that WEP cracking on the OG150 is slower than a typical laptop currently on the
market.
Once you are finished, stop ‘airodump’ng’ and ‘aireplay-ng’ using CTRL+C. In addition, it is
advisable to remove the capture files once you have finished using them (to prevent the USB
disk from becoming full). Screenshot 13 shows how to display the capture files that have
been saved to the USB disk (location /mnt/usb/etc). Screenshot 14 shows how to delete the
capture files.
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Screenshot 13 – Display capture files saved to USB disk

Screenshot 14 – Delete capture files on USB disk
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